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Contact: George Bailey, UM assistant to the vice president for research, (406) 243-5459.
NASA RESEARCHER TO LECTURE IN MISSOULA MARCH 4
MISSOULA—
NASA researcher Rafat Ansari will describe new laser retinal-scan technology that can
quickly and efficiently detect juvenile diabetes during a Tuesday, March 4, lecture in
Missoula.
Ansari’s talk, “Non-invasive Health Monitoring Using the Eye as a Window on the
Body,” will be held at 2 p.m. in the conference room of the St. Patrick Hospital and Health
Sciences Center. The event is free and open to the public and is sponsored by The University
of Montana Office of Research and Development.
Ansari has worked at NASA’s Glenn Research Center in Cleveland since 1988. He has
advanced laser light-scattering technology, which was tested aboard the space shuttle, that has
many biomedical, clinical and industrial applications here on Earth.
“He designed a device to check whether astronauts were exposed to radiation,” said
George Bailey, UM assistant to the vice president for research. “It was found the device was a
non-invasive way to check for juvenile diabetes as well. It could be an excellent health care
tool for rural areas and Montana’s Indian reservations, which have a high incidence of
diabetes.”
Ansari holds an adjunct professorship at the Biomedical Engineering and Health
Sciences Department at Drexel University in Philadelphia. He also serves on the editorial
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board of the Journal of Biomedical Optics. He also is writing a book on ophthalmic diagnosis,
and he is the recipient of NASA’s Public Service Medal.
“Ansari’s research is another example of how space research can have direct effects on
the people in Montana and the Northwest,” Bailey said. “His device could improve rural
health and is a new opportunity for university research and economic development for our
area. It could be a steppingstone to developing more NASA projects in M ontana.”
For more information, call Bailey at 243-5459.
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